CULTURE

20 books you should read this summer
Sink your teeth into these fiction and non-fiction picks at the park, at the
cottage—or on a comfy chair in the backyard
By Maclean's June 9, 2021

Here are 20 recently published or upcoming novels and non-fiction works to enliven time spent at the
park, at the cottage—or on a comfy chair in the backyard
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Likeness by David Macfarlane
A gifted and admired writer across genres—his novel Summer Gone was nominated for the Giller prize,
while The Danger Tree, a memoir of his mother’s Newfoundland family, brought him a chorus of praise—
Macfarlane’s works have always focused on memory and family. That long-standing theme is understandably
far more sorrowful in Likeness. Born out of the fatal illness of Macfarlane’s 29-year-old son, Blake, in 2018, it
conveys grief in heartbreaking, often quietly stunning, prose. “When the worst that can happen, happens, the
only useful lesson is the knowledge that it can,” he writes mid-book. “That’s the take-away: a world can
actually end, time can actually run out.”

A gigantic John Hartman portrait of Macfarlane, with a background depicting an aerial view of his hometown of
Hamilton, hangs in Macfarlane’s living room. Contemplating it, especially during Blake’s illness, brought
Macfarlane, 68, a sense of his personal chain of being, of the essential likeness of grandfather, son and
grandson. Thoughts of Macfarlane’s father, a taciturn doctor also named Blake, run from intense golf matches
to drives through Hamilton when the older man would recount ancient gossip about the local elite. Newly vivid
memories of his own youth and worries over Blake meant facing the painful contrast between the days of their
youths, a time when the father felt limitless possibilities and the son lay in a sickbed.

The painting never leaves the story. The light it portrays and the light it reflects, the overall—aerial, in fact—
view it provides of what was naturally no more and what may be cruelly cut short, evoke so much. Between
asides that amuse and sadden equally—“And if I may, if your son or daughter asks if you want to grab a bite,
say yes”—Macfarlane writes of the pleasure of walking with Blake when he’s in remission and of the days
when “he was in such pain I thought my heart would break with helplessness. I would hold him, my 29-year-old
son, sometimes for as long as half an hour.” There is an ache in Likeness that cuts as deeply as it does because
of the beauty of its expression. Brian Bethune
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Probably Ruby by Lisa Bird-Wilson (Available Aug. 24)
A searing fictional portrait of intergenerational trauma, embodied by the unforgettable Ruby and her search for
her Indigenous kin. Adopted as a baby, Ruby spent her lonely childhood being told she was specially chosen but
never believing it. As an adult, she copes by drinking hard and falling in love often, all the while searching for
her origins. This is a heartbreaking and revelatory work about the meaning of family, and the pain we pass
through generations, as inescapable as blood: “Fury and love as big as the prairie sky, edgeless, boundless.
What was ever inherited without grief?” Michelle Cyca
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Whereabouts by Jhumpa Lahiri
In one of the vignettes that comprise this novel, the narrator visits a friend’s vacant country home, in a valley
with breathtaking views. Upon arrival, she builds a fire, makes herself a cup of coffee and goes for a walk.
Reaching a creek, she checks her watch and turns back, cutting short a moment of tranquility. “Solitude
demands a precise assessment of time, I’ve always understood this,” she recounts. While location provides the
scaffolding of this novel—each short chapter is named for where it takes place, such as “At the Trattoria”—
solitude is its raison d’être.
As the single, childless, middle-aged protagonist moves between encounters with former lovers, old friends and
strangers, she tells the story of a life lived alone,
one that is steeped in both sadness and satisfaction. Dafna Izenberg
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Her Turn by Katherine Ashenburg (Available July 27)
How do you let go? For journalist Liz, who is 10 years past her ugly divorce, there are two paths in this novel.
One is self-help books on forgiveness beneath a rich life filled with Italian classes, yoga and an ill-advised affair
with her married boss. The other proves more tempting: her ex-husband’s second wife, Nicole, with whom he
became involved during his marriage to Liz, has just submitted to the popular personal essay newspaper column
“My Turn,” unaware that Liz is the editor. Against her better judgment, Liz begins a veiled correspondence with
Nicole, knowing full well the situation is destined to explode. Liz embraces a chaotic, and compelling, path to
catharsis and emotional liberation. M.C.
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Second Place by Rachel Cusk
The titular setting of Canadian-born British writer Rachel Cusk’s new novel is a rural cottage on the coast (in a
country never named) that the book’s narrator—identified only as M—and her husband, Tony, built as a scenic
retreat for artists. “We live simply and comfortably, and have a second place where people can stay,” M writes
to L, an American painter whose work she viewed in a Paris gallery 15 years earlier. L prevaricates, but
eventually he accepts M’s invitation. When he arrives with a beautiful and capricious young woman named
Brett, M is dismayed. Is she in love with L, asks Brett one day. “No,” M answers. “I just want to know him.” In
fact, M wants L to know her. She credits his work with unleashing an inner force that moved her to leave her
first marriage and stake out a life of freedom and authenticity. Now, she wants L to see in her what she saw in
his paintings. But L is cool toward M, sometimes even mean; he asks to paint portraits of Tony and the visiting
Justine, M’s daughter, but spurns M, who is relegated to a different kind of “second place.” Cusk has dressed an
incisive meditation on the meaning of art in a delicious psychodrama about three couples communing in the
woods. D.I.
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Notes on Grief by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
Anyone who has suffered loss in the past year or so has been forced to hold their grief in isolation, without the
physical comfort that family and friends might otherwise offer. Adichie gives voice to this excruciating pain,
writing about the death of her father and offering up her grief as a way to connect these lonely, disparate howls
of loss. “Grief is a cruel kind of education,” she explains. “You learn how much grief is about language, the
failure of language and the grasping for language.” Amil Niazi
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The Invention of Miracles by Katie Booth
A biography of Alexander Graham Bell—inventor of the telephone, co-founder of the world’s Bell Telephone
Companies, sponsor of the first aircraft flight in Canada—that begins with the author’s grandmother dying in
hospital while being denied access to a sign-language interpreter is not going to unfold like any other Bell
biography. The great inventor had a deaf mother, a deaf wife and a lifelong commitment to helping deaf people
that both sparked and dwarfed his interest in his voice transmission machine—and incited a rage in the deaf
community that has yet to subside. Booth, who grew up in a mixed deaf-hearing family, writes passionately—in
a compelling mix of anger and sympathy—about a brilliant but blind obsessive who never even thought of
asking the deaf what they wanted.

And that was the vibrant culture Booth describes, which, like that of any distinct collective, is expressed
through its own language, ASL, the American Sign Language that had flourished for decades before Bell. But
Bell saw deafness as something to be culturally eradicated, through merging the deaf into wider society by
teaching children lip-reading and speech, and by suppressing sign language. His influence was a potent force for
that trend in deaf education, and thousands of children—including Booth’s older relatives, to their sorrow—
attended schools for the deaf that forbid signing. Miracles is a marvellous look at one man’s complex
legacy. B.B.
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